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Prolific tenor saxophonist Ivo Perelman adds
another evocative jazz outing to his discography with Soul, featuring longtime musical
partners Matthew Shipp on piano, Michael
Bisio on bass and Whit Dickey on drums. The
album finds Perelman revisiting some of his
earliest musical inspirations, the 20th-century serialist composers Schoenberg, Webern,
Berg and Messiaen. As a result, the music
on Soul carries a distinctly post-tonal quality, with Bisio’s enveloping bass forming the
unifying foundation and Dickey’s intuitive
rhythms providing a glistening sheen. Shipp
and Perelman—two of the most empathetic musical partners out there—add daubs of
color in sharp, often complementary strokes.
The pair is well matched, but the unequivocal star is Perelman, whose swooping, darting
saxophone lines cut riveting streaks through
the sonic atmosphere.

—Brian Zimmerman
Soul: One; Two; Three; Four; Five; Six; Seven; Eight; Nine. (55:11)
Personnel: Ivo Perelman, tenor saxophone; Matthew Shipp,
piano; Michael Bisio, bass; Whit Dickey, drums.
Ordering info: leorecords.com
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The magic of Nick Lloyd’s Firehouse 12 in New
Haven, Connecticut, is that it marries the precision of a studio recording with the boost of
playing in front of a live audience. Saxophonist
Russ Nolan and his crack quartet had a single
night to knock out nine tunes for this release—
and they nailed it. The Illinois raised, University
of North Texas-educated Nolan developed a specialism in Latin rhythms, and has taken Chicago
educator Dave Bloom’s dictum that “People are
drawn to melody and rhythm, not how fast and
complicated you can play.”
Nolan’s eight originals have intriguing conceits: “Memorial Day,” is a soprano feature with
riffs on the theme to the TV show House Of Cards;
“Stravinsky’s Mambo” has an Afro-Cubanmeets-12-tone feel; and “Take 2” is an unpretentious tango. The album is tight, spicy, and intellectually hip. It’ll also make you move your feet.

—Michael Jackson
Sanctuary From The Ordinary: Green Chimneys; Memorial Day;
Stravinsky’s Mambo; Ballad For One; Sanctuary From The Ordinary;
Calling; Slightly Off; Take 2; Song in Search of A Ringtone. (59:26)
Personnel: Russ Nolan, tenor saxophone, soprano saxophone;
Mike Eckroth, piano; Daniel Foose, bass; Brian Fishler, drums.
Ordering info: russnolan.com
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